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Approximate treatment of lepton distortion in charged-current neutrino scattering from nuclei

Jonathan Engel
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3255

~Received 18 November 1997!

The partial-wave expansion used to treat the distortion of scattered electrons by the nuclear Coulomb field
is simpler and considerably less time-consuming when applied to the production of muons and electrons by
low- and intermediate-energy neutrinos. For angle-integrated cross sections, however, a modification of the
‘‘effective-momentum’’ approximation seems to work so well that for muons the full distorted-wave treatment
is usually unnecessary, even at kinetic energies as low as 1 MeV and in nuclei as heavy as lead. The method
does not work as well for electron production at low energies, but there a Fermi function often proves perfectly
adequate. Scattering of electron neutrinos from muon decay on iodine and of atmospheric neutrinos on iron is
discussed in light of these results.@S0556-2813~98!04804-3#

PACS number~s!: 25.30.Pt, 11.80.Fv
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I. INTRODUCTION

The conversion of neutrinos with energies below a f
hundred MeV into electrons or muons by scattering fro
nuclei is a useful process in the search for new phys
Radiochemical detectors@1# rely on neutrino-nucleus scatte
ing to measure the apparently too low solar-neutrino fl
Real-time detectors use neutrino scattering from oxygen
iron to look for oscillations of neutrinos produced in th
atmosphere@2,3#. And experiments at Los Alamos@4# mea-
sure neutrino-carbon cross sections, in part to check the
in a beam that has reportedly produced oscillations in
laboratory.

Because neutrinos interact so weakly, the Born appro
mation to neutrino-nucleus scattering should be accur
The only difficulty with this first-order plane-wave approa
is that the outgoing electrons or muons feel an electrost
force from the nucleus as they leave. In heavy nuclei
Coulomb force can have large effects and even in light
clei it changes cross sections noticeably. The best wa
include the Coulomb interaction is through the distorte
wave Born approximation~DWBA! @5#, which entails an ex-
pansion of the outgoing wave function in partial waves.
processes similar to neutrino scattering but more often m
sured, two approximations help avoid the cumbersome
time-consuming partial-wave expansion. Calculations of b
decay, which produces low-energy electrons, contain a Fe
function that multiplies the decay amplitude by the ratio
Coulomb to frees-wave functions at the nuclear radius@6#.
In electron scattering, at energies much larger than the e
trostatic potential energy in the nucleus, an ‘‘effectiv
momentum approximation’’~EMA! uses plane waves with
shortened wavelengths and increased amplitudes in plac
incoming and outgoing distorted waves@7#. Both approxima-
tions are substantial improvements over the unrenormal
plane-wave impulse approximation, though the EMA pred
tions for differential cross sections still differ significant
from those of the full DWBA in heavy nuclei, even at hig
energies@8#.

This paper examines these very convenient approxi
tions and modifications thereto in the context of charg
current neutrino-nucleus scattering, in which the outgo
570556-2813/98/57~4!/2004~6!/$15.00
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lepton is either an electron or muon. Because the neutrin
not charged and the weak interaction is short ranged,
expansion in partial waves is less complicated and tim
consuming than in electron scattering. But thus far the m
significant observable in all the neutrino experiments ci
above is the total cross section, and one might ques
whether the full DWBA is really required to obtain it. Th
two approximations just discussed preserve the intuit
plane-wave picture of the scattering and are so much ea
to apply that one really ought to retain them if possible. O
the other hand, it is not clear that they will always work; t
EMA, for example, has been derived only for extremely re
tivistic particles @9–11# while the outgoing muons consid
ered here can be far from the relativistic limit. I show belo
however, that although the Fermi function is accurate o
for low-energy electrons in most nuclei, a simple modific
tion allows the EMA to work remarkably well~better than in
electron scattering!, even in heavy nuclei and, for muon
even at very low energies.

II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The differential cross section for a neutrino of momentu
kW n to produce a muon or electron at scattered angleV and
energyE, with the nucleus going from stateu i & to stateu f &,
can be written as a phase space factor times a sum of squ
matrix elements, viz.,

]2s

]E]V
5

G2kE

4p2 (
s

uMs~ i→ f !u2, ~1!

Ms~ i→ f !5E d3rckW ,s
2

~rW !gmnkWn
eikWn•rW^ f uJm~rW !u i &, ~2!

where G is the Fermi coupling constant,J is the charged
weak nuclear current,nkWn

is the four-spinor containing the
momentum-space components of the left-handed neut
plane wave with momentumkW n , andckW ,s

2 (rW) is the charged
lepton~electron or muon! wave function with spin projection
2004 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 2005APPROXIMATE TREATMENT OF LEPTON DISTORTION . . .
s and energyE5Ak21M2 in the electrostatic potential pro
duced by a spherical nucleus of radiusR:

V5
2Za

2R
~32r 2/R2!, r ,R,

V52Za/r , r .R. ~3!

The wave functionc2 is an eigenstate of the full Hamil
tonian that looks asymptotically like a plane plus an ingo
spherical wave. Expanded in partial waves, it has the fo
@12,13#

ckW ,s
2

5
1

Apk
AE1M

E (
l , j ,m

i l^ lm2s, 1
2 su jm&

3Ylm2s* ~ k̂!e2 id j ,l
1

r S iP j ,l
E ~r !V l , jm~ r̂ !

Qj ,l
E ~r !V2 j 2 l , jm~ r̂ !

D , ~4!

where the quantum numberj and the labell determine1 the
the eigenvaluek5( l 2 j )(2 j 11) of the operator K5

2b(2LW •SW 11) (b is the usual Dirac-equation matrix!;
V l , jm( r̂ )[@Yl( r̂ )x#m

j is a two-spinor with nonrelativistic
quantum numbersl , s5 1

2, and j ; andd j ,l is the ‘‘inner phase
shift’’ @13#. The radial wave functionsPj ,l

E (r ) and Qj ,l
E (r )

obey the equations

dPj ,l
E ~r !

dr
52

k

r
Pj ,l

E ~r !2@E1M2V~r !#Qj ,l
E ~r !,

dQj ,l
E ~r !

dr
5

k

r
Qj ,l

E ~r !2@E2M2V~r !#Pj ,l
E ~r !. ~5!
re

e

Since the goal here is to test approximations that prese
the easily interpreted plane-wave formalism, I will use on
the vector charge and not the full current in Eq.~2!; the
charge, for which full distorted-wave cross-section formu
can be displayed and calculated simply, should be suffici
If the nuclear target states have SU~4! symmetry, the major
part of the axial-vector current will affect the matrix eleme
in essentially the same way as the charge. There is no o
ous reason to think that the rest of the current will change
results in a qualitative way.

Using the upper and lower radial wave functionsPjl
E(r )

andQjl
E(r ) from Eq. ~4!, one can define

FLJ, j
6 5E d3r

1

r
Pj , j 61/2

E ~r ! j L~knr !YJ0~ r̂ !r f i~rW !,

GLJ, j
6 5E d3r

1

r
Qj , j 61/2

E ~r ! j L~knr !YJ0~ r̂ !r f i~rW !, ~6!

where

r f i~rW !5K fU(
n

d~rW2rWn!tn
1U i L ~7!

is the isovector transition density and the sum is over nu
ons n. The angle-integrated cross section, which is of p
ticular interest, takes a relatively simple form if the recoil
the nucleus is neglected, sincek and E are then held fixed
while V is integrated over with the result that the cross s
tion does not depend directly on the phase shifts and pa
waves do not interfere with one another. The general exp
sion for a final state with arbitraryJp ~and initial state with
01), restricting the current to the vector charge, is
ds

dE
5G2

E1M

2k (
j ,L 1

~2 j 11!~2L11!F ^ j 2 1
2 0,L0uJ0&2~FLJ, j

2 21GLJ, j
1 2!

1^ j 1 1
2 0,L0uJ0&2~FLJ, j

1 21GLJ, j
2 2!

G

22K j 1
1

2
0,L0UJ0L F A@J22~L1 1

2 2 j !2#@~J11!22~L1 1
2 2 j !2#

^ j 2 1
2 0,L110uJ0&~FL11J, j

2 GLJ, j
2 2FLJ, j

1 GL11J, j
1 !

1A@J22~L1 1
2 1 j !2#@~J11!22~L1 1

2 1 j !2#

^ j 2 1
2 0,L210uJ0&~FL21J, j

2 GLJ, j
2 2FLJ, j

1 GL21J, j
1 !

G 2 . ~8!
ar
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This expression will be used below for comparing exact
sults with approximations. I will take the density in Eq.~7! to
have the formr f i}d(r 2R)YJM( r̂ ) for transitions from a 01

1The total angular momentumj is a good quantum number but th
orbital angular momentuml is not.
-ground state to excited states with angular momentumJ and
projectionM , so that, e.g., 12 states correspond to the isob
analogs of Goldhaber-Teller collective-dipole excitation
There are several reasons for this choice: densities for m
low-lying collective states are surface peaked, strength at
nuclear radius provides a severe test for the approximat
below~which work best at smallr ), and, finally, densities for
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2006 57JONATHAN ENGEL
higher-energy noncollective states can be represented a
perposed densities peaked at different points in the nucl
so that ad-function density should be sufficiently general

III. FERMI FUNCTION

It is convenient to think about the effects of an elect
static potential on an outgoing particle in terms of a lo
effective energy and momentum inside the nucleus:

Eeff5E2V~0!, keff5AEeff
2 2M2. ~9!

WhenkeffR!1, a Fermi function ofZ andE that multiplies
the outgoing wave is appropriate. In this low-‘‘effective
momentum’’ limit, onlys waves contribute to the scatterin
and their radial wave functions vary nearly linearly inside t
nucleus; the Fermi function can then be taken to be the r
of, e.g., the Coulomb wave to the free wave at the nuc
surface, a quantity given by@6#

F~Z,E!52~11g0!~2kR!22~12g0!epn
uG~g01 in!u2

G~2g011!2
,

g05A12Z2a2, n5
ZaE

k
. ~10!

The Fermi function is useful for low-energy electrons a
is often employed in calculations of beta decay, but is
likely to work well for muons except in light nuclei. Th

FIG. 1. The total cross section for scattering from the grou
state of 208Pb to a~fictitious! 01 state at 15 MeV in208Bi, as a
function of outgoing lepton kinetic energy and with transition de
sities proportional tod(r 2R), for both electrons~a! and muons~b!.
The solid lines represent the full DWBA results, the dotted lin
neglect the Coulomb force completely, and the dashed lines are
Fermi-function approximations.
su-
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reason is that for nonrelativistic muons,keffR'A2MmEeffR
>A2MmuV(0)uR, which even in 12N, the product of a
charge-exchange reaction on12C, is about 0.5~large enough
to cause a 10% error with the Fermi function above!. Thus,
even when the energy at infinity is so low that onlys-wave
muons are produced the usual Fermi function will genera
not be very accurate. Figure 1 shows the total cross sec
for exciting a~fictitious! 01 state in208Bi at 15 MeV with a
surface-peaked transition density, as a function of outgo
lepton kinetic energy for both electrons and muons; the1

multipole is the one with the largests-wave contribution at
low energies, and so the choice should maximize the ac
racy of the Fermi function. Indeed, for electrons, the functi
does well for the lowest 5–10 MeV of electron energy. F
muons, however, the approximation is never valid. Its ac
racy can be improved significantly by using thes-wave so-
lution from the potential in Eq.~3!, rather than the pure
Coulomb potential~see Ref.@6#!, but except at low energie
where such functions are tabulated, that would mean solv
the s-wave Dirac equation, a task that is simpler than car
ing out the full DWBA but still relatively involved.

One physical situation in which some of these issues m
be considered is the scattering of electron neutrinos produ
by muon decay. A few years ago an attempt was made
calibrate an127I solar-neutrino detector by exposing it to
flux of muon-decay neutrinos at LAMPF@14#. These neutri-
nos have much higher energy than their solar counterp
and excite the nucleus in different ways, so that a good
derstanding of low-lying states in127Xe is required to extract
the solar-neutrino cross section. In addition, the outgo
electron often has too high an energy to allow use of

d

-

s
he

FIG. 2. The total cross section for scattering of electron neu
nos from the ground states of12C ~a! and 208Pb~b! to ~fictitious! 12

states at 15 MeV in12N and 208Bi, as a function of outgoing elec
tron kinetic energy and with transition densities proportional

d(r 2R)Y1M( r̂ ). The solid lines are the full DWBA results, th
dotted lines neglect the Coulomb force completely, and the das
lines are the EMA results.
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57 2007APPROXIMATE TREATMENT OF LEPTON DISTORTION . . .
usual Fermi function~but not high enough for the EMA!; if
the transition density is surface peaked and concentrate
an average of 6 MeV, the Fermi function gives values ab
50% larger than the DWBA 01 multipole cross section whe
only the vector charge is included. The difficulties wi
nuclear structure and electron distortion were discusse
Ref. @15#; to treat the distortion for the 01 and 11 compo-
nents of the cross section, the authors relied on a fit@16# to
the tables in Ref.@6#, which use the potential in Eq.~3! rather
than the pure Coulomb force to calculate the Fermi functi
Here that procedure still mispredicts the cross sectio
though only by about 10% or 15%. The difference is d
mainly to higher partial waves, which are affected differen
by the electrostatic force than thes wave that underlies the
Fermi function. It would take a significantly larger diffe
ence, however, to alter the conclusion of Ref.@15#, that the
LAMPF cross sections are too large to be understood or
terpreted.

IV. EMA AND A MODIFIED EMA

At higher energies, the Fermi function does not work ev
for electrons and we need a different approximation. In el
tron scattering, the EMA is used to untangle the electrost
attraction of the electron to the nucleus from the single ha
photon exchange. As already mentioned, in its simplest fo
this approximation consists of shortening the electron wa
length k to keff inside the nucleus, resulting in a larg
effective-momentum transfer, and rescaling the amplitude
the wave function bykeff /k. The procedure’s accuracy de

FIG. 3. Total cross sections for scattering of muon neutrin
from the ground state of208Pb to several~fictitious! excited states
with different angular momenta~labeling the panels! at 15 MeV in
208Bi, as a function of outgoing kinetic energy and with transiti

densities proportional tod(r 2R)YJM( r̂ ). The solid lines are the
results of the full DWBA, the dotted lines those with the Coulom
force neglected, the dashed lines those of the usual EMA use
electron scattering, and the dot-dashed lines those of the mod
EMA.
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pends on the scattering angle and decreases significantlyZ
grows; it is not regarded as good in lead. But the applicat
of the EMA to electrons produced by neutrino scatterin
which is straightforward, should work better than its app
cation in electron scattering. One reason is that only the o
going wave experiences a Coulomb force; a more signific
one is that the range of the weak interaction is short.
electron scattering regions far from the nucleus, where
local momentum is quite different fromkeff , affect the scat-
tering matrix element because of long-range photon
change. Here by contrast the only effects are from inside
nucleus. Figure 2 shows the total cross section for scatte
from the ground states of12C and 208Pb to Goldhaber-Teller
12 ~analog! resonances in12N and 208Bi, along with the
EMA predictions. The approximation is quite good abo
about 30 MeV in lead, leaving only a small kinematic wi
dow in which neither the EMA nor a Fermi function work
For electrons, therefore, one can accurately account for
effects of the electrostatic potential without using the DWB
except in restricted kinematic regions in heavy nuclei.

Muons are another story, however; the best way to ext
the EMA to massive particles is not immediately clear. T
approximation and corrections to it have been derived fr
the high-energy limit of the Dirac equation, either through
eikonal approximation@9# or an expansion in inverse powe
of k @10#. Both approaches begin by neglecting the mass
the electron and so simplifying the equation by separat
the usually coupled left- and right-handed spinors. Here
are concerned with muon energies well below 1 GeV,
which the rest mass is not negligible. The basic ideas beh
the simplest approximation — that the Coulomb poten
shortens the wavelength in the interaction region and
creases the wave amplitude by focusing or defocusing
particles as they approach or leave — do not appear to h
on the particles’ rest mass, as long as the wavelength is s
enough for a local momentum to have some meaning. So
version of the EMA should therefore apply to intermedia
energy muons as well as electrons.

The shortening of the wavelength will clearly work th
same way for the two kinds of particles, the only differen
being the kinematic relation betweenkeff andEeff , but what
about the amplitude rescaling? Should it still bekeff /k or
some other factor that involves the muon mass? We can
cide without extending the full analysis of Refs.@9,10# by
viewing the change in amplitude as follows: The use o
plane-wave approximation in the interaction region
equivalent to the assumption that the Coulomb potential d
not cause the particles to alter their direction very mu
when they approach or leave the nucleus. It should there
not strongly alter an outgoing muon wave packet, wh
asymptotically is spherical, after it leaves the nucleus exc
by slowing it down and thereby changing the average ra
wavelength and amplitude as the wave moves to largerr . ~In
particular, it should not cause much reflection.! But the dif-
ferential cross section is directly related to the radial integ
of the square of the wave function over allr at a fixed solid
angle ~in the large time limit!, and under the assumption
above the Coulomb interaction should not affect this quan
much once the outgoing wave moves beyond the nucle
Since most of the effect it does have will be to redistribu
flux from one angle to another, the total cross section sho

s

in
ed
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TABLE I. Calculated event rates for atmospheric neutrinos in54Fe, in arbitrary units, with and withou
Coulomb distortion of the final-state leptons.

100 MeV 200 MeV 300 MeV

nm2 231 506 467
nm2 ~no distortion! 165 453 446
ne2 134 294 258
ne2 ~no distortion! 104 265 247
nm1 28 64 69
nm1 ~no distortion! 40 70 72
ne1 24 38 38
ne1 ~no distortion! 29 41 39
(nm21nm1)/(ne21ne1) 1.65 1.72 1.81
(nm21nm1)/(ne21ne1) ~no distortion! 1.54 1.70 1.81
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be nearly the same as if the wave kept the same radial w
length it had inside the nucleus, i.e., as if the potential w
equal toV(0) everywhere in space. For that situation t
plane-wave approximation is exact to lowest order inZa if
the effective momentum and energykeff andEeff replace the
real quantitiesk andE everywhere in Eq.~2!. In other words,
besides shortening the wavelength in the matrix elementM,
one should replace the phase space factorkE by keffEeff @17#.
In the Born approximation this is equivalent to a change
the muon wave function

eikW•rW→AkeffEeff

kE
eikWeff•rW, ~11!

i.e., a rescaling of the amplitude byAkeffEeff /kE rather than
keff /k. I will call this approximation the ‘‘modified EMA.’’

With this alteration the EMA in fact generally works be
ter for muons than for electrons at low energies for the sa
reason the Fermi function does not work as well: the mu
mass guarantees thatkeffR never drops below
A2MmuV(0)uR'0.5 in nitrogen and 2.6 in bismuth. Figure
shows total cross sections for exciting several states w
different angular momenta in208Bi ~again assuming a
surface-peaked transition density! alongside the modified
EMA predictions and those of the usual EMA, in which th
plane wave is scaled bykeff /k. The usual EMA is pathologi-
cal at low energies, but the modified EMA agrees extrem
well with the exact solutions except for the 01 multipole,
where it is off by a little over 5% at muon energies of 1
MeV. ~There are fewer ways of coupling neutrino and mu
angular momenta to 01, which may accentuate errors in an
one partial wave for that multipole.! The differences in
lighter nuclei are less; in56Fe the agreement is almost exa
for all multipoles except at very low energies, where the1

multipole still is somewhat worse than the others. One mi
see similar behavior in the 11 multipole, also ‘‘allowed,’’
were the entire current included. But the modified EMA
still dramatically better than the usual plane-wave treatm
even for 01 transitions in heavy nuclei.

Thus far the only significant laboratory experiments w
muon neutrinos in this energy range are the LAMPF m
surements of the cross section for the scattering from12C of
e-
e

n

e
n

th

ly

t

t,

-

neutrinos produced by the decay of pions in flight. BecausZ
is small, electrostatic effects are likewise small. Most of t
slight difference between the DWBA and plane-wave a
proximation was correctly accounted for in Ref.@18#, which
rescaled the muon phase space as prescribed by the mo
EMA, though without altering the nuclear matrix elemen2

But neutrinos are also produced by cosmic rays, and i
worth examining the scattering of atmospheric muon a
electron neutrinos from the iron in the SOUDAN proto
decay detector. Results of experiments there and at o
places imply that the ratio of muon-neutrino flux to electro
neutrino flux in the atmosphere is about 50–80 % of
expected ratio@3#. The analyses use the Fermi-gas model
the nucleus and do not generally account for final-state
fects in quasielastic scattering. Table I shows the chan
due to the electrostatic force~calculated in the modified
EMA! from the simple Fermi-gas model predictions for t
quasielastic production of muons, antimuons, electrons,
positrons in iron. I have chosen relatively low outgoing m
menta and taken neutrino fluxes from Ref.@19#. The indi-
vidual event rates actually change significantly for these m
menta, but as is usually the case, the ratio of totalm to total
e events hardly budges, so that as far as the ratio is c
cerned one can safely neglect Coulomb effects even i
material as heavy as iron.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The chief result of this paper is that the effectiv
momentum approximation works better in neutrino scatt
ing than in electron scattering, particularly for muons, whe
the approach has to be modified slightly to take into acco
the charged particle’s mass. It probably does not work qu
as well for differential cross sections but preliminary analy
~on 01 transitions with the vector charge! indicate that the
modified EMA is still surprisingly good. The real scatterin
redistributes some flux from forward angles to places wh
the cross section is lower, but not as much as one m

2The definition ofkeff was reported incorrectly in the manuscrip
however.
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imagine. In any event, we are not likely to pay attention
details of weak-interaction differential cross sections in
near future. For total cross sections the modified EMA wo
admirably for muons down to low energies and the us
EMA just as well for electrons except in a region where
Fermi function is often adequate. In heavy nuclei there i
kinematic window for electrons in which neither approxim
tion is completely sufficient, but it is small. Important e
s

.

e
s
l

a

amples from this window — neutrinos from muon decay
iodine is one — are not easy to find at present.
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